












Attachment to OCR Complaint of Concerned African American Parents 

I. Introduction & Summary 

This Complaint alleges that the policies and practices of the Upper Dublin School District 

(UDSD) have had a racially disparate impact on the educational placement and disciplinary 

treatment of students. Specifically, these policies and practices have resulted in (1) the 

disproportionately high imposition on black students of out-of-school suspensions; (2) black 

students’ disproportionately high placement into lowest-track courses, and disproportionately 

low placement into upper-track courses; and (3) the disproportionately low identification of 

black students for gifted education. All of these impacts disproportionately disadvantage black 

students’ public education, as well as their post-secondary educational and career prospects. 

The Complaint is filed on behalf of Concerned African American Parents (CAAP), an 

organization of parents of black children in the UDSD. It alleges violations of Title VI of the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI) and its implementing regulations, and it asks the United States 

Department of Education to conduct an investigation into UDSD’s discriminatory policies and 

practices and to require UDSD to remedy the problems. The discriminatory policies and 

practices alleged herein took place throughout the entirety of the 2014-2015 school year and 

continue in the current school year. 

II. Upper Dublin School District 

UDSD is a high-performing school district in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. Upper 

Dublin High School (UDHS) is the sole high school within UDSD, serving students in ninth 

through twelfth grades. Sandy Run Middle School (SRMS) is the sole middle school, serving 

students in sixth through eighth grades. There are four K-5 elementary schools: Fitzwater, 
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Jarrettown, Fort Washington, and Maple Glen. The enrollments at each of these six schools in 

2014-2015, broken down by race or ethnicity, are shown below, based on information provided 

by the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) pursuant to a public records request.1 

School Name Asian Black White Total 

Upper Dublin High School 162 (11.3%) 122 (8.5%) 1089 (76.1%) 1431 

Sandy Run Middle School 129 (13.7%) 64 (6.8%) 702 (74.3%) 945 

Fitzwater ES * * 291 (67.5%) 431 

Jarrettown ES * * 352 (76.4%) 461 

Fort Washington ES * * 401 (80.8%) 496 

Maple Glenn ES * * 361 (81.7%) 442 

 
III. Complainant 

CAAP is a coalition of parents joined together to promote the development of and 

sustenance of excellence among African-American students in UDSD. The organization’s mission 

is to build a bridge between UDSD and the African-American community in order to help 

children achieve academic excellence. CAAP works to eliminate the achievement gap in UDSD 

by increasing parental and community involvement in the schools, and by advocating on behalf 

of students. The organization holds meetings for parents at least once per quarter, and it offers 

services for students that include tutoring programs and college information sessions. CAAP 

monitors UDSD’s activities to ensure they comply with legal requirements. As a recognized 

parent group, CAAP meets with UDSD officials several times per year. CAAP’s constituents 

include parents of students from all six schools in UDSD. 

                                                           
1 Because the enrollment figures for certain groups at certain schools were small, PDE masked 
exact figures when a school enrolled ten or fewer students of a certain race or ethnicity per 
grade; PDE also slightly adjusted certain other figures to prevent calculation of a masked 
number. In this table, masked figures are indicated with an asterisk, and adjusted figures are 
indicated with italics. PDE masked enrollment figures for Hispanic and for multi-racial students 
at all six schools, and as a result this table does not include enrollment figures for those groups. 
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Since 2008, CAAP has been working to eliminate the racial achievement gap in UDSD, 

including by advocating for the elimination of low-track placements and a reduction in harsh 

disciplinary procedures. As part of CAAP’s efforts to eliminate low-track placements, 

representative of CAAP met in late 2014 and/or early 2015 with UDSD officials including 

Deborah Wheeler and Eva Morrison, and with UDHS’s principal, Bob Schultz. These individuals 

advised the CAAP representatives that UDSD would be restructuring tracking at UDHS, 

beginning with the incoming ninth-grade class at the start of the 2015-2016 school year 

(September 1, 2015). After restructuring, UDSD would reduce the number of tracks from three 

to two at UDHS for all major subjects except Math. However, the 2015-2016 school year is now 

well underway, and UDHS’s three-track program remains unchanged. In November 2015, UDSD 

officials made a public presentation that included the admission that “tracking has minimal 

effects on learning outcomes & profound negative equity effects.” But UDSD still has not 

committed to restructuring or eliminating its tracking programs, and has instead only described 

indefinite plans to restructure tracking at the ninth- and tenth-grade levels, probably beginning 

in the 2016-2017 school year. In spite of CAAP’s advocacy, the racial achievement gap remains 

wide in UDSD.2 

The policies and practices of UDSD described in this complaint have harmed members of 

CAAP, and have done so within the last 180 days. Many of the allegations herein concern 

policies and practices that were in place throughout the 2014-2015 school year, which ended 

less than 180 days ago, and which continue through the 2015-2016 school year to the present 

                                                           
2 According to a website run by PDE, in 2014-2015 UDHS scored 0.00 on all “Indicators of 
Closing the Achievement Gap - Historically Underperforming Students.” 
http://paschoolperformance.org/Profile/6476/. 
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day. In addition, the policies and practices of UDSD described in this complaint have harmed 

CAAP itself within the last 180 days, including by forcing it to divert its resources from other 

activities in order to address the issues complained of herein. 

IV. Other Challenges to UDSD’s Discriminatory Practices 

Simultaneously with this Complaint, CAAP is filing a substantially identical complaint 

with the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission that additionally asserts that the policies 

and practices of UDSD complained of herein violate the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act. 

CAAP is unaware of any other pending complaints or lawsuits that pertain to the matters 

alleged in this Complaint. 

Notably, this is not the first time that a formal complaint was filed about UDSD’s racially 

disparate imposition of out-of-school suspensions. In 2010, William Colón—a CAAP member 

and the father of three African-American UDSD students—filed a complaint against UDSD with 

the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission, alleging that UDSD had discriminated against 

his son on the basis of his race by imposing disproportionately harsh disciplinary treatment on 

him. In 2013, UDSD entered into a settlement agreement terminating that PHRC case. Exhibit A 

is a case-closing letter from PHRC that includes both the original complaint and the settlement 

agreement. The settlement agreement requires UDSD to provide biannual verifications for 

three years to the PHRC, in order to confirm UDSD’s compliance with the settlement 

agreement. Exhibit A at Appendix B, ¶¶ 5, 7, 9. Through legal counsel, UDSD has declined to 

provide copies of these biannual verifications to Mr. Colón, so CAAP is unable to determine 

whether UDSD is in compliance with the settlement agreement. 
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V. Legal Standard: Federal Law Prohibits Public School Practices That Have the Effect of 
Discriminating on the Basis of Race 

 
The U.S. Department of Education has promulgated—and can enforce—a regulation 

that prohibits school district practices that have the effect of discriminating on the basis of race. 

34 C.F.R. § 100.3(b)(2). Under this regulation, the Department need not find that the school 

district’s discrimination is intentional. E.g., Peters v. Jenney, 327 F.3d 307, 314-15 (4th Cir. 

2003). A practice that has a disparate impact on the basis of race is prima facie illegal, and 

UDSD should be found in violation of the regulation unless it is shown that UDSD’s policies and 

practices are “justified by an ‘educational necessity’” and that there is no “equally effective 

alternative practice that results in less racial disproportionality while still serving the articulated 

educational necessity.” Cureton v. NCAA, 37 F. Supp. 2d 687, 697 (E.D. Pa.), rev’d on other 

grounds, 198 F.3d 107 (3d Cir. 1999). 

VI. UDSD’s Disciplinary Policies and Practices Result in Disproportionately High Out-Of-School 
Suspension Rates for Black Students 

 
UDSD issues out-of-school suspensions to black students with starkly disproportionate 

frequency. According to information provided by UDSD pursuant to a public records request, 

students were issued out-of-school suspensions in the 2014-2015 school year in these numbers: 

School Name (% of 
students who are 
black) 

Asian Black Hispanic Multi-Racial White TOTAL 

UDHS (8.5%) 2  50 (44.6%)  8 7 45 112 

SRMS (6.8%) 3 8 (40.0%) - - 9 20 

Fitzwater ES - 7 (87.5%) 1 - - 8 

Jarrettown ES - 1 (6.3%) - 1 4 6 

Fort Washington ES - - - 1 1 2 

Maple Glenn ES - - - - - - 

TOTAL 5 66 (44.6%) 9 9 59 148 
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UDSD’s racially disparate imposition of the harsh sanction of out-of-school suspension 

violates Title VI. The disparities are unmistakable: at UDHS, where just 8.5% of students in 

2014-2015 were black, but 44.6% of out-of-school suspensions were issued to black students; 

at SRMS, 6.8% of students were black, but they received 40.0% of the out-of-school 

suspensions. In the district as a whole, 44.6% of all out-of-school suspensions were issued to 

black students, who make up about 7.3% of the entire student body. Similarly in the preceding 

three school years, black students received a disproportionately high share of the total number 

of out-of-school suspensions in UDSD, from 48% in 2013-2014 to 63% in 2012-2013. 

At UDHS, out-of-school suspension is the most serious disciplinary sanction short of 

expulsion. See Upper Dublin High School, Cardinal Guide 2014-2015, 20-21, available at 

http://www.udsd.org/uploaded/Agenda_14-15.pdf. The principal can suspend a student for up 

to three days without a hearing; with an informal hearing, a suspension can last up to ten days; 

with a formal hearing, a suspension can last longer than ten days. Id. at 25-26. A student can be 

suspended for infractions ranging from cutting class, id. at 11, to fighting, id. at 23. Subjective 

school rules allow great discretion as to whether to impose out-of-school suspension as a 

punishment: the school handbook lists suspension as available for a variety of offenses, 

including a catchall: “failure to follow rules and regulations established by the school.” Id. at 23-

25. 

Likewise at SRMS, out-of-school suspension is the most serious form of discipline other 

than expulsion. See Sandy Run Middle School, 2014-2015 Parent and Student Handbook, 8, 

available at http://www.udsd.org/uploaded/Schools/SRMS/Documents/2014-

15_Parent_Student_Handbook2.pdf. Either the principal or assistant principal can suspend a 
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student for up to three days without a hearing, or for up to ten days with an informal hearing. 

Id. Suspensions are recommended punishments for serious offenses such as fighting, id. at 6, 

and are available punishments for repeated minor infractions, including “[m]inor behavioral 

disturbances in any area of school” and “[p]rojecting a rubber band,” id. at 5-6. 

UDSD’s disproportionate use of harsh disciplinary methods against black students 

manifests itself both in out-of-school suspensions and in other sanctions, and it exemplifies a 

longstanding climate of racial and ethnic mistrust in UDSD. One example of such harsh 

discipline is the spontaneous use of corporal punishment, late in the 2014-2015 school year, by 

a white teacher against Z.A., an African-American boy in the eighth grade at SRMS. That 

incident occurred during a classroom’s use of computers, when Z.A. traded seats (and 

computers) with a classmate. Upon seeing this trade—which was not against any rules—the 

teacher shouted at Z.A. and then struck him hard on the back of his head. Moments later, the 

teacher presented her chin to Z.A. and invited him to hit her back to “make it even.” This 

mistreatment of Z.A. is consistent with excessively punitive approaches toward black students 

and mistaken assumptions about black students’ propensities to violence and other 

misconduct. Cf., e.g., Nicole Mortorano, Note, Protecting Children’s Rights Inside of the 

Schoolhouse Gates: Ending Corporal Punishment in Schools, 102 GEO. L.J. 481, 504 (2014) 

(noting the disproportionate use of corporal punishment against minority students, especially 

boys). 

A second incident further illustrates the racial climate at UDSD. In November 2015, 

during an exercise with computers in a math classroom at UDHS, one or more students posted 

messages against black students using racial epithets and threats. There were also antisemitic 
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and misogynistic messages. UDHS disciplined a student who had shared a link allowing others 

to post the messages but did not discipline anyone for the actual posting of the messages. In 

addition, UDHS hushed up the incident, failing to discuss the incident or its repercussions with 

the student body. CAAP believes that UDSD failed to conduct a full and fair investigation of the 

incident, and it requests the Department to examine the incident thoroughly as part of its 

investigation. 

As a third example, it is the understanding of CAAP representatives that UDHS summons 

the local police to the school disproportionately often for disciplinary issues concerning black 

students. CAAP lacks data to analyze this potentially discriminatory policy or practice, and 

requests that the Department, as part of its investigation, review records concerning police 

visits to UDHS and the races of the students involved. 

A fourth example is the out-of-school suspension on November 10, 2015 of A.L, an 

African-American eleventh-grader at UDHS. A.L. was in detention because he had been late to 

Spanish class. The teacher supervising detention saw him laughing and told him to “get out”; he 

requested an explanation for why he was being kicked out of the room, and the teacher would 

not provide one. Eventually, A.L. stormed from the room in frustration and used a couple of 

four-letter words. He received a two-day out-of-school suspension for “disrespectfulness.” 

A final example: earlier this semester, a group of UDHS seniors, as a prank, tore down 

school spirit paraphernalia of juniors after the juniors won an inter-class contest. The group of 

seniors included black and white students. Only one student received out-of-school suspension 

as punishment for the prank: M.J., who is African American, was given a three-day out-of-

school suspension. UDHS personnel knew the names of the involved white students, but they 
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went unpunished. M.J. and her family are concerned that the punishment will affect her 

eligibility for college admission and scholarships. 

UDSD’s racially disparate disciplinary practices have serious consequences. Out-of-

school suspensions place students at risk of dropping out of school or otherwise falling behind 

their peers. E.g., Robert Balfanz, Vaughan Byrnes & Joanna Fox, Sent Home and Put Off-Track, 5 

J. APPLIED RES. ON CHILD., No. 2, 2014, at art. 13, 1 (“The exclusion of students from school for 

disciplinary reasons are directly related to lower attendance rates, increased course failures, 

and can set a student on a path of disengagement from school that will keep them from 

receiving a high school diploma and further affect their chances of enrolling in post-secondary 

schooling and realizing many life-long career opportunities.”) (collecting sources); Russell J. 

Skiba, Suzanne E. Eckes & Kevin Brown, African American Disproportionality in School Discipline, 

54 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV 1071, 1087-88 (2009/10) (“Given the strong and robust finding that the 

amount of time engaged in academic settings is among the strongest predictors of 

achievement, disproportionate exclusion of students of color increases their risk of lower 

academic success. . . . The data indicate that minority students are being disproportionately 

exposed to interventions that increase disciplinary recidivism, negatively predict school 

achievement, and in the long-term, are associated with higher rates of school dropout and 

increased contact with the juvenile justice system.” (footnotes omitted)). 

Out-of-school suspensions also tend to insert students into the school-to-prison 

pipeline. As Professor David Ramey of Penn State recently wrote: 

[T]he consequences of school punishment mirror many sanctions in the criminal 
justice system. For example, children who break the rules are isolated from their 
classmates and miss out on important social and educational resources. For 
children who display severe behavior problems, repeated involvement with 
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criminalized forms of school discipline at early ages creates the perception 
among teachers and peers that these children are repeat offenders destined for 
involvement in the criminal justice system. 
 

David M. Ramey, The Social Structure of Criminalized and Medicalized School Discipline, 88 SOC. 

OF EDUC. 181, 183 (2015) (citations omitted). School districts tend to impose out-of-school 

suspensions on black students with disproportionate frequency. E.g., American Civil Liberties 

Union of Pennsylvania, Beyond Zero Tolerance: Discipline and Policing in Pennsylvania 

Public Schools 12 (Feb. 2015), available at http://www.aclupa.org/index.php/download_file/ 

view/1453/767/ (“Black students have the greatest likelihood of receiving out-of-school 

suspensions and expulsions. Statewide, 1 out of every 6 Black students was suspended from 

school at least once in 2009-2010, making Black students almost five times more likely to be 

suspended than White students.”). 

VII. UDSD’s Tracking Policies and Practices Disproportionately Place Black Students Into 
Lower-Level Courses 

 
UDSD makes pervasive use of tracking at the secondary-school level. This tracking takes 

two forms, both at the disproportionate expense of black students: (A) placement of students 

into higher- or lower-level tracks for core-curriculum courses and (B) placement of students 

into gifted education. These policies and practices have a disparate negative impact on black 

students, in contravention of Title VI. 

A. UDSD Disproportionately Assigns Black Students to Lower-Track Core-
Curriculum Courses 

 
UDSD divides students into three or four different tracks for core-curriculum courses at 

both SRMS and UDHS. At SRMS, each student is assigned to one of three or four tracks for 

math, and is separately assigned to one of two or three tracks for reading. Black students at 
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SRMS are underrepresented in the highest-track courses and overrepresented in the lowest-

track courses. Placement in a low-track course at the start of middle school typically means that 

the student will remain in low-track courses in that subject through high school. 

At UDHS, in addition to the three tracks for classes such as math, English, and science, 

students can take Advanced Placement (AP) classes, which are typically more rigorous than the 

highest-track non-AP courses. At UDHS, black students are underrepresented in the highest-

track courses (including AP courses) and overrepresented in the lowest-track courses.3 

As reflected in 2014-2015 enrollment figures provided by UDSD pursuant to a public 

records request, these racial disparities are manifest in various higher-level classes at UDHS: 

Course Name 
(Course No.) 

Asian (11.3% 
of students) 

Black (8.5% 
of students) 

Hispanic Multi-
Racial 

White (76.1% 
of students) 

Total 
Students 

Algebra II 
Honors (0291) 
(9th grade) 

19% 0% 1% 0% 80% 83 

AP English 
Literature and 
Composition 
(0031) (11th 
grade)4 

14% 7% 1% 2% 77% 123 

AP English 
Language and 
Composition 
(0051) (12th 
grade) 

23% 3% 1% 2% 71% 93 

AP Calculus 
AB (0231) 
(12th grade) 

25% 1% 0% 1% 73% 76 

                                                           
3 There are not publicly available sources that would allow CAAP to analyze whether the 
disparate assignment of black students to lower-track courses results in racial disparities in 
students’ access to experienced or skilled teachers. The Department could investigate this issue 
by analyzing, for each track, teachers’ seniority levels or their classrooms’ scores under the 
Pennsylvania Value-Added Assessment System. 
4 The disparities are less striking for this upper-level class because, as a result of CAAP’s efforts, 
several black families submitted AEA forms to get their children into this course for 2014-2015. 
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At a school where 8.5% of students are black, these enrollment figures demonstrate 

worrisome disproportionalities. Anecdotally, CAAP’s experience has been that when black, 

white, and Asian students have similar grades, black students are significantly less likely to be 

recommended for higher-track classes, especially upon entering SRMS from elementary school 

or upon entering UDHS from middle school. CAAP believes that a full investigation by the 

Department, which can get access to more data sources, will reveal the disparities in starker 

terms.5 

UDSD assigns significant discretion to school personnel to select tracks for students. At 

UDHS, “[t]eachers and counselors will recommend courses they feel are most appropriate 

based on your abilities and performance.” UDHS Course Selection Protocol, 1, available at 

http://www. udsd.org/uploaded/Schools/UDHS/Guidance/Misc_/Course_Selection_ 

Protocol.pdf. UDHS discourages parents from challenging these recommendations; if parents 

believe their child belongs in a higher-track course than school personnel recommend, including 

an Advanced Placement course, the parents must submit an “Against Educational Advice” form. 

As UDHS puts it: “Your parent/guardian may override our professional opinion by completing 

an Against Educational Advice (AEA) Form with your counselor if you decide to choose a non-

recommended course.” Id. (emphasis added). The AEA Form, attached as Exhibit B, is worded 

so as to further discourage challenges to the recommended placements. As an additional push 

for parents to go along with recommended placements, students who opt out of the 

                                                           
5 There are not publicly accessible sources allowing CAAP to compare individual students’ 
grades or PSSA scores with UDSD’s subsequent assignments of students to tracks. CAAP 
requests that the Department conduct as part of its investigation an analysis comparing grades 
and/or PSSA scores to UDSD’s track assignments, and that it report its findings (in a form that 
protects individual students’ private information). 
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recommend track but later withdraw from the non-recommended course will get a negative 

notation on their transcript. Exhibit B. 

The experience of D.L. and his parents provides just one of many example of UDHS’s 

discouragement of questioning teachers’ recommended placements. D.L., an African-American 

student at UDHS, was maintaining a grade of 92.5% in his eighth-grade social studies class. His 

teacher nonetheless recommended him for a track 2 U.S. History class for the following year. 

When his parents asked the teacher to explain why he did not recommend D.L. for the honors-

level U.S. History class, he cited D.L.’s score of 80% on one test, which had resulted in one 

marking period grade slightly below an A, and said he thus “does not qualify” for honors 

classes. Only after repeated parental requests did UDHS agree to place D.L. into honors-level 

U.S. History. D.L. did well in the honors-level class and is now in an Advanced Placement U.S. 

History class. 

A second example concerns the experience of S.B., who is an African-American student, 

and her mother. In the 2013-2014 school year, when S.B. was in the sixth grade, SRMS 

recommended her for placement in a lower-track math class. Her mother was able to get her 

placed into a higher-level math class only by submitting an AEA Form. S.B. struggled with 

certain topics in the class and would have benefitted from more support from the math teacher 

at times, but the teacher repeatedly told her mother that the reason for S.B.’s problems was 

that she did not belong in the class, and the teacher was unhelpful to S.B. In the 2014-2015 

school year, SRMS again placed S.B. in the lower-track math course. This transition was difficult 

for S.B., because the two tracks used different curricula, making it difficult for a student to 

move from one track to another from year to year. Her mother again had to resort to an AEA 
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Form to get her placed back in a higher-level math class; this math placement also meant that 

S.B. would be part of an “upper level team” for her science class. Throughout the 2014-2015 

school year, the science teacher was unsupportive of S.B. Because of these negative 

experiences and S.B.’s continuing academic struggles, S.B.’s mother withdrew S.B. from UDSD 

and enrolled her in a cyber charter school for the 2015-2016 year. 

UDSD’s practices steer disproportionately high numbers of black students into low-track 

courses. Many of these students enroll in these low-track courses as suggested by the District, 

resulting in racial disparities across tracks. In many other cases, including numerous cases that 

have followed CAAP information sessions, parents of black students have submitted AEA Forms. 

Filing such a form can undercut parent-school relations, and can inculcate the damaging belief 

in both teachers and students that the student does not belong in and will not succeed in the 

higher-level course. This is particularly damaging in light of the long-established finding that 

teachers’ expectations about student performance are influential and self-fulfilling. See 

generally ROBERT ROSENTHAL & LENORE JACOBSON, PYGMALION IN THE CLASSROOM: TEACHERS’ EXPECTATIONS 

AND STUDENTS’ INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT (1968). UDSD’s practices interfere with the learning 

potential of black students, adversely impact black students’ educational achievement, and 

ultimately limit black students’ opportunities for success in college and careers. 

 Education experts have long recognized that sorting children into different educational 

tracks promotes racial segregation within schools, to the disproportionate disadvantage of 

black children. See, e.g., Demetra Kalogrides & Susanna Loeb, Different Teachers, Different 

Peers: The Magnitude of Student Sorting Within Schools, 42 EDUC. RESEARCHER 304, 304 (2013) 

(“[T]racking tend to contribute to within-school sorting by race and socioeconomic status.”) 
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(collecting sources). One recent study sheds light on how this phenomenon works, finding that 

“[w]ithin-school sorting may create inequities in access to high-quality teachers as well as to 

high-performing peers. . . . Black and Hispanic students are more likely than White students to 

have novice teachers than their peers at their school.” Id. at 311. These racial disparities do not 

simply flow from differences in academic achievement or ability: “Even after controlling for 

prior achievement and grade point average, Black high school students still have 1% to 5% more 

Black classmates than similar scoring Whites students in their grade.” Id.; see also Roslyn Arlin 

Mickelson, The Cumulative Disadvantages of First- and Second-Generation Segregation for 

Middle School Achievement, 52 AM. EDUC. RES. J. 657, 664 (2015) (“[R]esearch consistently 

indicates non-meritocratic factors informally influence track placement. Such factors include 

the recommendations of educational gatekeepers (teachers and counselors), parents’ pressure 

on decision makers, students’ race and social class, their prior exposure to segregated 

schooling, and students’ desire to be with their friends or to be in a class with a welcoming 

social climate.”). 

A recent study further examines how tracking disadvantages children assigned to lower 

tracks: 

In theory, the same courses taught at different track levels cover the formal 
curricula while differing in the breadth and depth of coverage. In practice, 
students in higher tracks are exposed to broader curricula, better teaching, and 
more highly motivated peers. Students in lower level tracks are likely to cover 
less of the formal curricula, experience less rigorous pedagogy, are often taught 
by less qualified teachers, and experience a weaker academic climate. 
 

Mickelson, 52 AM. EDUC. RES. J. at 663 (citations omitted). These disadvantages accumulate and 

endure: “There is a great deal of evidence that a critical component of persistent race  

differences in achievement is the relative absence of disadvantaged minority students in 
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higher-level courses and their disproportionate enrollment in lower-level ones.” Id. at 664 

(citations omitted). In high school, tracking “offer[s] uneven opportunities for further 

achievement and college placement,” Stephanie Moller & Elizabeth Stearns, Tracking Success: 

High School Curricula and Labor Market Outcomes by Race and Gender, 47 URB. EDUC. 1025, 

1026 (2012) (collecting sources), and “high school track significantly predict[s] annual and 

hourly earnings,” id. at 1039; see also id. at 1044 (“[E]ducational tracking is indeed associated 

with income, independent of the quantity of education.”). 

 B. UDSD Under-Identifies Black Students for Gifted Education 

Pennsylvania law requires each school district to identify and evaluate each gifted 

student, and to provide gifted education to students it identifies as gifted. 22 Pa. Code 

§ 16.2(d). UDSD identifies disproportionately few black children for gifted education at all grade 

levels. Although PDE’s data-masking, see supra note 1, has made it impossible for CAAP to 

perform exact calculations for most grade levels, the disparities are obvious where unmasked 

numbers are available. In all four of UDSD’s elementary schools in 2014-2015, zero black 

students were in gifted education. In that year at SRMS, there were forty-two sixth-graders in 

gifted education, zero of them black. These unmistakable disparities reflect violations of Title 

VI. 

 UDSD provides enrichment programs at all grade levels for students it identifies as 

gifted. In elementary school, gifted students receive enrichment in the general classroom, plus 

they receive “instruction in an eighty-minute weekly itinerant pull-out program with gifted 

peers.” School District of Upper Dublin, Gifted Education (Chapter 16), 

http://www.udsd.org/page.cfm?p=666. At SRMS, gifted students receive enrichment in the 
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general classroom, and they participate in special classes for social studies (6th grade), 

language arts (7th grade), and science (8th grade). Id. As UDHS: 

gifted students have the opportunity to participate in honors and advanced 
placement courses to meet their instructional needs. If additional challenge 
beyond honors and advanced placement is found to be necessary, GIEP’s are 
established to meet individual student’s [sic] needs. In addition, all gifted 
students have the opprtunity [sic] to participate in an independent study project, 
under the guidance of a mentor from the faculty. 
 

Id. 

 The Department should investigate whether one factor contributing to UDSD’s 

disproportionately low identification of black students as gifted is the use of a strict IQ score 

cutoff. Pennsylvania law requires that “Determination of gifted ability will not be based on IQ 

score alone.” 22 Pa. Code § 16.21(d). However, it is the understanding of CAAP that UDSD 

sometimes refuses to identify black students as gifted if they score under 130 on an IQ test, 

even if they score 129. This would contravene 22 Pa. Code § 16.22(g)(2), which provides: 

“Intelligence tests yielding an IQ score may not be used as the only measure of aptitude for 

students of limited English proficiency, or for students of racial-, linguistic- or ethnic-minority 

background.” It would also be concerning in light of the fact that Pennsylvania law recognizes 

that “race bias, or socio/cultural deprivation [may] mask[] gifted abilities” and thus that criteria 

other than IQ score must be used in evaluating giftedness. Id. § 16.21(e)(5). 

VIII. Conclusion 
 

Based on the foregoing, CAAP requests that the United States Department of Education 

(1) accept jurisdiction over and fully investigate these claims; (2) perform compliance reviews to 

determine whether the Upper Dublin School District discriminates against black students or 

other minority groups in its disciplinary practices, tracking, and gifted programming; (3) compel 




































